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About This Content

The third installment of the next-gen IL-2 Sturmovik series is dedicated to large scale aerial battles between the Red Air Force
and the Luftwaffe in the skies over the Kuban front in 1943. It contains eight aircraft (additional Collector Planes are available

as separate DLCs).

IL-2 Sturmovik: Battle of Kuban adds the third Eastern front TOW. Combined with Battle of Stalingrad and Battle of Moscow,
it creates a whole Eastern front pilot experience - you can start your pilot career near Moscow in 1941, continue to the Battle of

Stalingrad in 1942-1943 and finish in Battle of Kuban in 1943.

You can also use the A-20B bomber in Career mode during another timeframe - Battle of Stalingrad.
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 8 Battle of Kuban Aircraft (Yak-7b Series 36, Bf 109 G-4 and legendary P-39L-1 Aircobra fighters, Fw 190 A-5
fighter/bomber, IL-2 AM-38F (model 1943) sturmovik, Bf 110 G-2 heavy fighter, A-20B and He 111 H-16
bombers).

Kuban Map (three seasons - Spring, Summer and Autumn).

Battle of Kuban Career mode timeframe with historically accurate frontlines, airfields, squadrons and weather for each
day (April 17th - October 9th, 1943).

Sea Dragons historical campaign (please see below).

Sea Dragons historical campaign

Sea Dragons historical campaign is set during the long and bloody battle at the Kuban bridgehead that lasted from the Spring
until the middle of Autumn 1943, when the last troops of the occupying force retreated. The air forces of the Black Sea fleet
played a major role in the fighting, striking airfields, seaports and surface targets and providing air cover for the troops of the
North Caucasian front as well as supporting Soviet marine landings. This is the story of a former fighter pilot who has been

transferred to the 47th Attack Aviation Regiment of the Black Sea Air Force after recovering from a serious wound. Incapable
of flying a nimble fighter anymore and starting as a simple wingman once again, this time piloting an IL-2, he has a long road in

front of him to eventually become the Deputy Commander of the regiment.

Timeframe: April 16th - October 9th, 1943.

Regiment: 47th ShAP VVS VMF

Available aircraft: IL-2 AM-38F (model 1943)

Duration: 15 missions

Average playtime: 7 hours
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Title: IL-2 Sturmovik: Battle of Kuban
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
1C Game Studios, 777 Studios
Publisher:
1C Game Studios
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows® 7 (SP1) / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Quad 2.6 GHz / Intel® Core™ i5/i7 2.6 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660/Radeon HD 7770 with 2GB VRAM or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: DirectX®-compatible flight stick recommended

English,Russian,German,French
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Very exciting and relaxing game,never hesitated to buy it at a low price!. I think this is a great game. I own it both on Switch and
PC; countless hours wasted and enjoyed!. It's not perfect, actually it has lots of flaws, but it tries to approach themes and settings
that are never touched on videogames, so It's a game that you must play if you see videogames as a cultural medium.. Katie went
to a town to hide and to grieve, and everyone else in the town is doing the same. Some are hopeless and some have hope, but all of
them are lying to themselves.

Something that differentiates this game from other walking simulators is the ability to interact with all the townspeople. I tried to
talk to every one of them, and they all had an interesting thing to say. What they will say to you changes based on the weather.
When it is dark and rainy, even the most hopeful of the townspeople loses hope.

Another thing that differentiates this game from other walking simulators is the animation style. The simple pixel style reminds me
of Thimbleweed Park-- and in fact-- fans of that game might like this one. Fans of Minecraft who are also into indie games will
probably like this game as well.

There are moments where Katie's philosophical monologues seem precocious, even for a young adult. Most young adults do not talk
this way. That's why the use of "..." "heh" and other common texting\/chatting expressions were useful; they toned down the "I have
wisdom beyong my years" vibe.

Overall, I was impressed by this game. I did not think it would be as good as it was from the preview and description. From the
introductory "FOLLOW HER" to the silence of the spectator (you), the mood of this game is an A+. I hope the creator has more
games to come. If I had a lot of money, I would fund them.
. ''I slaped her across the t i t s for that.... twice'' 10\/10
I do not think this is worth 15 dollars at all, and the episodes are short as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with little gameplay, but
the humor is definitly worth 5$. Can't wait for the next two episodes :D. I never knew I had a waist fetish until Magilou entered my
life.. Fun game but needs to fix the following
\u2022 Camera going through walls and you can\u2019t see John
\u2022 The cars NPC\u2019s turn around back to the same street
\u2022 More NPC\u2019s
\u2022 Lower Settings
\u2022 Some NPC\u2019s look bigger
\u2022 A glitch when you pause the game while decoding the HUD comes back
\u2022 Smooth some of the terrain more
\u2022 Lower the Contrast
Overall fun game to mess around with and I recommend it but it\u2019s just some bugs that needs to be fixed

. This is probably the best Cactus Jumping game of this decade.. this game flickerd during play time.. It's a cute, entertaining
Asteroids-style Newtonian space shooter with some Roguelike elements, a bit of humor, a nice spacey and retro vibe, and an easy to
understand but actually rather interesting ship customization system.

And, thankfully, no sideways thrusters, which are just silly in games like this.
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Ok, so let's see what we have here.

Game for toddlers, almost unplayable even for old grey gaming wolves like me (since times of C64).
Achievements are broken, few of them, so no 100% game for those who love to complete it all.

You are some kind of guard dog on...some farm...or who knows what it is.
You need to defend and gather animals and to pick up some random objects, just to be collected, for no reason of course.
And animals VERY often fell off the game's cliff and than they are in limbo.
Restart level please.
Also pickup items can be beneath the surface, untakeable.
Restart again please (because, you know, I will uninstall and refund, but my 3yr toddler son told me to catch all cows, so...).

No minimap, ugly polygon terrain with so many glitching places, sound bugs everywhere, especially when dog bark (music stops
for one second).
And so on and on.
Game is so utter garbage that I cannot believe.
This is pre-alpha state of one (very) bad game.

And just one more thing, on some levels you must defend cows from one fox.
If you watch somewhere else for quite short time, fox will butcher all 3 cows on the level.
Yes, FOX will kill 3 cows!
Awesome.. DONT BUY THIS IF YOU HATE THE FOLLOWING

haven't played much so im just gonna list the things that is annoying,

-NO MOUSE SUPPORT, EITHER KEYBOARD OR CONTROLLER!
-EVEN with controller u have to custom map them
-NPC is not fully voice, some speak their entire line, some just speak the first few word and shut up for you to read the rest, this
is very annoying for me
-very limited camera angling. U spin around ur city, zoom in or out, thats it. no elevation or angle. ANNOYING

WILL RECOMMEND FOR PPL WHO IS BORED AND IN NEED OF ANIME-ISH TOWER DEFENSE,

the game is still have good design, nice graphics, gameplay is okay. This game is a great example of why to browse indie games
on steam. New style graphics meets side scrolling action equals a lot of fun. For 10 bucks I have already had hours of fun, and
because of the progress tracker in-game I know I have hours more fun ahead of me. I started playing with my keyboard and it
was alright, but when I plugged in my ps4 controller and opened DS4windows the mechanics were way better. Great game,
thanks.. Just like Ash Harding, Mrs Foster fits in the game perfectly and has a fantastic design.

And just like Ash Harding, the female voice wants me to get my ears removed.

Good DLC, but for the love of god change the voice.. Total War: Rome II is fine for the plebeian masses, but for the true
Romanophile there is Alea Jacta Est.

Not only does it include some of the more popular conflicts such as Caesar's civil war and the slave revolt of Spartacus (DLC),
but also has some of lesser known internal struggles like Marius vs. Sulla, and the year of the four emperors (my personal fav).

For those who have never played an AGEOD game before the learning curve may be a little steep, though not nearly as bad as
some of the more complicated grand strategy games out there (I'm looking at you HoI3!)

So, if you're a fan of Roman history like I am, and are looking for something with a little more depth than, 'march army here,
capture city,' this is the game for you!. Its okay. Only includes one livery. Very few effects such as engine smoke. Good at $6
but I wouldnt pay more. Used it once or trwice then got bored.. So I absolutely love this game, all the games you have made
have been gold! I was able to get all four endings and it really took a lot of thinking to get some of them... Amazing job!
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Bad ending gameplay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeKAKGikfFk
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